THE CASE FOR HONEYWELL AEROSPACE
PRODUCTIVITY SOLUTIONS

WHAT IT IS
Productivity solutions help employees across the aviation industry - that includes pilots, operators, technicians and even buyers. The impact can be seen in cost and time savings and improved passenger, pilot and crew satisfaction and safety.

BENEFITS
- Reduced costs and increased profits
- Improved safety
- Higher worker satisfaction
- Improved passenger experiences

KEY SOLUTIONS
- Primus® Elite cockpit display unit
- Engines and auxiliary power units (APUs)
- Satellite communications
- 24/7 aircraft on ground support
- Flight operations support
- GoDirect® Flight Services

TOOLS FOR PRODUCTIVITY
- Connected diagnostics to reduce troubleshooting time
- Ground-handling solutions to speed turnarounds
- Flight apps for pilots to reduce pilot workload and fatigue
- Voice recognition tools for faster, more accurate data recording
- Better cockpit technology to reduce pilot workload

Possible productivity gains from our solutions:

- 25%–40% increased productivity
- 25% reduction in troubleshooting time
- 25%–50% reduction of errors
- 35% reduction in operations disruptions
- 20% reduction in maintenance test flights
HONEYWELL EXPERIENCE AND EXPERTISE

- More than 100 years in the aviation, defense and space industries
- On nearly every airliner in the world, and serving 500 airports globally
- Unmatched ability to connect aircraft, airport and ground services
- Critical implementation capabilities in installation, training and support
- A history of blending physical products and software to make more connected, efficient and productive solutions
- Analytics and software specialists focused on helping you take advantage of your data
- Preferred communications and network provider for top original equipment manufacturers
- Preferred communications and network provider for top OEMs

The productivity advantage of GoDirect Ground Handling¹:

**Airlines:**
Up to 30% improvement in on-time performance

**Airport:**
Up to 11% reduction in aircraft ground time

**Ground handlers:**
Up to 5% increase in revenue due to captured ad hoc services


Learn More
Learn more at our Productivity page aerospace.honeywell.com/productivity
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